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Abstract 
The paper presents a novel fast method for line se ment ex- 
traction based on chain code representation of e& maps. 
I t  has a parallel nature and can be employed on parallel ma- 
chines. In the first phase i t  breaks the macro chains into 
several micro chains after applying shifting, smoothing and 
differentiating. The micro chains are then approximated by 
straight line segments. In the second phase, based on the 
length and the error criteria, the line segments are grouped 
into much longer lines. The experimental results show a 
significant improvement in the number o f  line segments ex- 
tracted while their accumulative length keeps high. 
1 Introduction 
Ima e analysis i s  one of the most im ortant issues in multi- 
m e L  processing. There are several Fow-level image primi- 
tives used in computer vision and scene investigation. One 
o f  the most serviceable primitives is elementwy line seg- 
ments (ELSs). A line segment, as a primitive geometric 
object, i s  frequently used in higher-level processes such as 
object recognition, stereo matching, target tracking, image 
registration, and face recognition [ I ] .  Different characteris- 
tics of line segments distribution can serve as useful features 
in image retrieval applications. 
An edge map i s  generally created in the initial stages 
in most image understanding systems. Although the edge 
points could be connected on the basis o f  image connectiv- 
ity, proximity and orientation, such a representati,on,has lim- 
/ted use since i t  lacks the compact ana ytical descn tion o f  
imaa ,e features , . . required for any vision related tasks. %he de- 
sire descnption must also overcome the problems o f  noise 
and scatter in the position o f  edge pixels [2]. 
Employing lineal features in an image instead o f  usin 
edge oints solely, i s  noted widely in the literature. Hougf 
transt%m has been used frequently for line detection [3]. 
The main concept in this approach i s  based on voting, where 
local edges vote for all possible lines they might belong tu. 
The advantage of this approach is that i t  enables us to detect 
collinear edgegints even when they are all isolated. T h e  
method is use I in noisy images when local information 
around edge pixels i s  unreliable or unavailable. However, 
there are several problems with this approach. I t  is memory 
hungry and computationally expensive. It also suffers from 
the so-called connectivity problem, where illusionary lines 
composed of accidentally collinear edge pixels are falsely 
detected 14. 51. 
_ ~ 1 ~  . ~~~ ~ 
Bums et al. [6] introduced an approach for the extraction 
o f  straight lines in intensity images. I t  begins at the level o f  
lines directly without going through the intermediate stage 
of detecting local edges. I t  utilizes the gradient direction to 
partition the image into a set of support regions. A least- 
squares tittin- rocedure i s  then used to tit a line segment to 
each region. %e,y suggest that this overcomes the difficul- 
ties encountered in aggregation when using local operators. 
A recursive growing algorithm applied to the edges to 
identify the line segments in the images i s  proposed in [7]. 
Assfale et al. 181 annlied this method for semantic anno- 
t3tion ;i s ort; v'id&. In another approach propored by 
Etemadi .?I. chains u i  edge oinh arc ohwined using the 
Mm-Hildrcrh edge lindcr. 1!c chains arc then segmented 
intii piccci that we syinnictric ahnut their centroid. Suhw- 
qucntly. they are relaied into Ioiig$r scgm<nt* The method 
15 used in  1'91 l ix fcnture matching. which addrc\se\ the 
prohlem ot matching line wgmcnts in tuii ima:lr.\ irom a 
sequence o i  images. 
A iace iLxture representation. Line Edgy Mnp (LEMJ. is 
prcipored in I I I to  intcgrntc the ~truustural tniomation ui th 
\piltial iniormation o i  a iace image hy grouping pixels o i  
ince edge map to line segments. The polygonal line tilting 
prwedurc intnniuued by Luung and Yang I101 i b  applied to 
generate thc LEM o i 3  lice. The apprmch in I IO] is h a d  
o n  il dynamic strip for titling a r'urvc with lineb. It ti15 r i ch  
data point on a cun'z with tuo, kit- l iand and nght-h:tnd. 
stripb. The dporithm is run several time5 with di t f rznt  min- 
imum \trip u idths. 
There arc other wiirks U hich .'an be ciltegori/ed a, "Linz 
Segniznt Grouping" Jyrnachcs 14. I I. I? ) .  In general. 
ELS.; x c  ohtuined by inking edge pixel\ and npproximnt- 
ing to piccewiaesuaight linc.,segnicnts. In rlrtikular. in [ I 1  a 
new methot1 ior extracting line ,egmcnt.; Kom &c images 
i s  p ropow l  ' f ie  method is harically a linc *e:ment group- 
ing approach which cmplo!s thc concept oi"ltnc deteciiun 
by voting". The method uses ELS, CIS input and ?roup\ 
thcni as lines uith the longest posrihle Icngh. The algo- 
rithm i s  repeakdly used to hook the remaining un-grouped 
E L L  inti, much lonccr line,. 
Th is  paper propo;es a new iast method ior line segment 
extraction irom edge map.;. I t  has n parallel nature 3nd can 
b u.;ed un parallel machine5 casil The method uses h e  
chain ;ode> in the edge map. namery macro chain$. for line 
segment detection. In  the l i n t  phil\e. i t  hreaks thc macro 
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chains into several micro chains h employing the extrcme 
points of the first dcrivative of shded-smoothed chain code 
function. The resulting micro chains are then approximated 
by straight line segments. In the second phase, the line 
segments arc grouped together based on their proximity 
(collinearity and nearness). The final set could be tailored 
for any minimum length and minimum error desired. 
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In the next 
section the proposed method is described in detail. Section 
3 gives the results of experiments, where the performance of 
the method is compared with three other well-known meth- 
ods. Conclusions and further works are given in Section 4. 
2 Chain-Based Line Segment 
Extraction (CBLSE) 
In this section the details of Chain-Based Line Segment Ex- 
traction (CBLSE) method are discussed. The input of the 
method is an edge map I derived by any edge extraction 
method (e.g. Canny operator) or any thinned sketched im- 
age. The method consists of two main hases In the first 
phase, by rastering I ,  the start point o r a n  8:connectivity 
chain code (see [13]) is followed. The macro chain A, = 
{ai,, az,. . .an}, i = 1,2,. . . , m; where m is the number of 
chains in I and n is the chain length; is obtained and put in 
a chain set {A;  For each A,, we then apply the following 
steps (see Fig. /j: 
1. Eliminating Chain Noise: Noisy points which make 
the chain over oscillating is eliminated by median fil- 
tering (such as first Deak in Fiz. I-b). Annlvine a third .. I - 
orde;one-dimensiobal media; filt& on the vector A; 
reduces the effect of such points adequately. 
2. Shifting Operation: The standard chain code r e p  
resentation has the wraparound drawback. For 
example, a line along -22.5' direction is codcd as 
707070.. .} (standard chain code re resentation). 40 eliminate or reduce such wraparounl we produce 
a new modified code B; = {bl, bz . . . bn} for each 
Ai = { a l , a z . .  .an} by a shifting operation [I41 
defined recursively as: 
(e) 
U 
(0 
Figure 1 :  (a) an example contour, (b) chain code, (c) shifted 
chain code, (d) smoothed representation, (e) derivative and 
(0 extracted line segments 
The horizontal axis of Figs: I-b to I-e is for traversing 
variable 8 and the vertical axis is the corres onding code 
value. The axes of Fig. I-f show the lengtg in terms of 
The line along -22.5' direction is now coded as 
p 7 8 . .  .} . Comparison of Fig. I-b and I-c shows 
t e wraparound effect. 
3. Smoothing Operation: The shifted chain code B, 
is then smoothed by a five-point Gaussian fil- 
ter {O.l ,O.Z,  0.4,0.2,0.1} [14]. r(6') is the resulted 
shifted and smoothed waveform where 8 is the travers- 
ing variable (Fig. I-d). 
4. First Derivative and Break Extraction: d T l d 8  deter- 
mines the rate of change ofT(8) with res ect to 8. The 
extreme points of this derivative is consifered as break 
points (Q), if they are greater than a threshold T .  Be- 
cause the shifted-smoothed function n / d B  mostly has 
adjacent values with the difference of 0 or 1 and the 
maximum of the Gaussian filter used is 0.4, 0.3 is de- 
picted for the threshold value 7 (Fig. l-e). 
pixels. 
The line segment l i  which connects <; to <i+1 is consid- 
A polygonafapproximation for the micro chain from <; 
to <<+I can also be employed to obtain more line segments. 
A more accurate representation will be achieved based on 
chain splitting that subdivides a micro chain successively 
into two parts until a given criterion is satisfied. How- 
ever, the experimental results on the test data (Section 3) 
show that there is no significant improvement in number of 
line segments and their cumulative length by applying such 
polygonal approximation. Therefore, the set { l ; } ,  where 1; 
is the straight line segment connecting <; to will be 
used in the second phase. In the case of using polygonal 
ap roximation, {&} contains all line segments obtained by 
spEtting process. 
In the second phase of the method, grou ing the line seg- 
ments obtained in the first phase will pro 2 uce the final line 
segments set { f; The main function of this phase is to re- 
place two short hne segments by a single longer one. The 
decision is based on collinearity and nearness of the line 
segments. ([I21 proposes a metric for this kind of replace- 
q; is an integer such that (q$ - a;)  mod 8=0 ered as the lineal approximation of the micro chain lays be- 
and /q; - bi-11 is minimized for i = 2,3 ,  . . . n. tween the two oints (Fig. 1-0. 
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Figure 2: Image # I  (left), Image #2 (middle) and Image #3 
Figure 3: Results of Image #I  (left), Image #2 
ment). 
The procedure of the second phase is as follows. Suppose 
we desire to have line segments with minimum length A. 
We first partition { l " }  to {si} and { k i }  where {si} contains 
the line segments with length greater than or equal to X and 
{ k ; }  contains the line segments whose length is less than 
A. Then, the proximit of each ki to the rest of {ki} in the 
direction and the neigxborhood is examined. If two differ- 
ent line segments (ki and kj) are located close to each other 
and the absolute difference of their directions is less than 
a predefined value, a line segment that connects the farthest 
end points is made (namely ni), The maximum distance (er- 
ror) of the two line segments from the new one should not 
exceed an error threshold value e. We empirically realized 
that e = 5 pixels is a good choice in this study (the space 
limitation preclude us to explain the details). If the length 
of the new line segment is greater than or equal to X and the 
error is less than e, then it is kept in a set In"}. Finally, the 
{f;} is obtained by: 
{fi} = {gi} U {mi} 
3 Experimental Results 
In this section the results of the nrooosed method are Dro- 
vided and compared with those 6ht;ned~~using three &her a proaches. The input images, "FourObjects" (5 l2x371), 
&nvTown" (504x480). and "Tree" (504x480) emDloved in 
this kxperiment are also used in [7]'(see Fig.' 2): The ap- 
proaches depicted for comparison are the region of support 
method OF Bums et al. [GI, edge linking/segmentation, by 
Etemadi [2] ,  stick-growing by Nelson 171, and the CBLSE 
method proposed in this paper 
(middle) and Image #3 using CBLSE method 
Table I exhibits the number of line segments and their to- 
tal length for the above four methods (Method I to Method 
4 respectively). It can he seen that the CBLSE method 
(Method 4) resulted in more line segments and more ac- 
cumulative length for the three images. The number of seg- 
ments and their total length was com uted without poly 
onal approximation. Only se ments i n g e r  than I O  pix& 
were considered in all metho&. Fig. 3 shows the output of 
CBLSE method for the three input images. 
Table I1 shows that embedding extra polygonal approxi- 
mation for micro chains (as discussed in the Section 2)  has 
little effect on the number of line segments extracted and 
their accumulative length. The results exhibit that in the 
case of supplementary polygonal approximation, at most 
4.5% improvement in the number of line segments and 
3.6% improvement in their total length is achievable. 
4 Conclusion 
A new fast method for line segment extraction is intro- 
duced. The Chain Based Line Segment Extraction (CBLSE) 
method utilizes chain code representation of edge points and 
splits the chains in higher curvature points. Multiple chains 
are extracted from the edge map of the image. In the first 
phase of the method, each chain is divided into several mi- 
cro chains by a sequence of shifting, smoothing and differ- 
entiating procedures. The straight line segments, connect- 
ing the end points of micro chains, are resulted at the end 
of this stage. In the second phase, small line segments are 
grouped to make longer lines iF the length and the error cri- 
teria are satisfied. Experimental results show a significant 
improvement in the number of line segments extracted and 
also in their cumulative length. The CBLSE method is com- 
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Method I Method 2 Method 3 
Image# Segment Length Segment Length Scgment Length 
1 50 1642 58 1406 61 2053 
2 124 274 I I66 2994 382 8701 
3 120 2053 270 3904 508 11354 
Table 11: The effect of volvponal approximation 
Method 4 
Segment Length 
96 26 15 
588 9115 
773 11698 
II Method 4 with oolvgonal aonroximation I 
Image# 
1 
2 
~ 
Segment Length Segment Imprv. % Length Imprv. % 
99 2646 3.1 1.2 
598 9243 1.7 1.4 
3 
p a r d  with three other well-known mzthiids i n  the Iitc‘raure 
n n J  shows 52% inipriivenient in the numher of 11115 segment 
while ihv ncmnuliltivc. Ienzth ih alwnvs hirhcr than the oth- 
808 12120 4.5 3.6 
ers. Polygonal approximazon has nkglighle effect on the 
overall performance. 
As each chain is processed individually in the first stage, 
the method can he employed on parallel machines. We m- 
tend to apply the CBLSE method for content based image 
retrieval where the input example is a hand-drawn sketch 
(sketch based image ritrieval) 
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